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Driving Performance after Bedtime 
Administration of Daridorexant, Assessed in a 
Sensitive Simulator
Clemens Muehlan1,*,†, Sander Brooks2,3,†, Cedric Vaillant4, Michael Meinel5, Gabriël E. Jacobs2,6,  
Rob G. Zuiker2 and Jasper Dingemanse1

Use of hypnotics is often associated with next- morning residual effects and a higher risk of motor vehicle accidents. 
Measuring next- morning effects on driving performance is therefore advised by regulatory agencies. Here, we 
examined driving performance following administration of daridorexant, a new dual orexin receptor antagonist 
developed to treat insomnia. Sixty healthy male and female subjects (50– 79 years of age) were randomized 
in a placebo-  and active- controlled, four- way cross- over study. Each subject received evening administration of 
daridorexant 50 and 100 mg, zopiclone 7.5 mg, and placebo, in separate treatment phases of 4 days. Simulated 
driving performance was assessed after initial (day 2) and repeated dosing (day 5), 9 hours postdose. Standard 
deviation of the lateral position (SDLP) was the main outcome. On both days, with zopiclone, SDLP increased 
significantly compared with placebo, which confirmed sensitivity of the simulator. With daridorexant, on day 2, the 
placebo- corrected mean (97.5% confidence interval) SDLP increased by 2.19 cm (0.46– 3.93) and 4.43 cm (2.72– 
6.15) for 50 and 100 mg, respectively. On day 5, SDLP values for both daridorexant doses were significantly below 
the prespecified threshold of impairment (2.6 cm) and statistically not different from placebo. Daridorexant showed 
a lower self- rated driving quality and higher effort compared to placebo on day 2 but not on day 5. In non- insomnia 
subjects, daridorexant impaired simulated driving after initial but not after repeated dosing. Subjects should be 
cautioned about driving until they know how daridorexant affects them.

Motor vehicle accidents (MVAs) are a major cause of injury and 
death in Europe and the United states.1,2 An important underlying 
cause of MVAs after the use of some hypnotics are next- morning 
residual central nervous system (CNS) drug effects causing 
sleepiness, reduced psychomotor functioning (e.g., eye- hand 

coordination and reaction time), as well as diminished cognitive 
functioning (e.g., a decreased level of attention which might still 
be present the morning after using hypnotics).3 The next- morning 
effects on driving ability caused by sedative- hypnotic drugs, such 
as GABA- receptor agonists, have been previously described in 
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Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE 
TOPIC?
 Daridorexant is a newly developed dual orexin receptor an-
tagonist. Studies in patients with insomnia have not shown any 
next- morning residual effects.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
 Does daridorexant affect next- morning driving performance 
in a simulator in healthy middle- aged and elderly subjects?
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR 
KNOWLEDGE?
 Daridorexant impaired simulated driving performance 
after initial but not after repeated dosing. Results show that a 

state- of- the- art driving simulation test, conducted under highly 
standardized conditions, is more sensitive to detect subtle drug 
effects on driving performance than the on- the- road test.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMA-
COLOGY OR TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
 The high sensitivity of the driving simulator warrants its 
broader utilization in studying effects of central nervous system 
drugs.
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detail,4– 7 demonstrating a significant increase in the standard de-
viation of the lateral position (SDLP). SDLP, a measure of sway of 
a motor vehicle along the lateral axis as primarily assessed in an on- 
the- road driving test in real traffic, is the main outcome variable 
of these studies, and considered the standard for assessing CNS 
drug effects on driving ability, as it has been used for more than 
30 years.8– 10 The development of novel sleep drugs with limited 
or absent next- morning residual CNS effects may help to reduce 
drug- induced MVAs.11,12

The new dual orexin receptor antagonist daridorexant (ACT- 
541468) is being developed for the treatment of insomnia disor-
ders.13– 15 The orexin system promotes wakefulness by integrating 
the influence of metabolism, circadian rhythm, and the need to 
sleep through efferent orexinergic axons projecting to the cerebral 
cortex and structures involving the brain stem and limbic system.16 
Daridorexant is a potent and selective compound that blocks the 
actions of the orexin neuropeptides at both orexin- 1 (OX1R) 
and orexin- 2 (OX2R) receptors, and has shown promising sleep- 
promoting effects in phase II studies and in the recently published 
confirmatory phase III trials.17– 19 As a sleep- promoting drug, its 
pharmacokinetic (PK) profile is favorable with rapid absorption 
(median time to maximum concentration of ~ 1 to 2 hours) and 
relatively rapid elimination from plasma with a terminal half- life 
(t1/2) of ~ 8 hours.13,14 Next- morning residual pharmacodynamic 
(PD) effects following evening administration of multiple doses of 
25  mg daridorexant were previously explored in healthy subjects 
using a CNS test battery quantifying drug effects on alertness, sus-
tained attention, (visuo)motor coordination, relevant neurocogni-
tive domains, postural balance, and subjective experience.14,15 No 
clinically relevant objective or subjective PD effects were present 
the morning after drug intake. Furthermore, in patients with in-
somnia, no next- morning residual effects were observed with dari-
dorexant 50 mg in phase II and phase III studies using subjective 
and objective assessments.17– 19

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued a 
guidance on how to examine the untoward effects of new psychoac-
tive drugs on driving ability.11 A tiered approach is recommended, 
including pharmacological, toxicological, epidemiological, and 
clinical assessments. The latter includes driving studies, which 
have a higher specificity to assess impairment of driving than, for 
example, short- lasting CNS test batteries that rather assess indi-
vidual, albeit overlapping, functional CNS domains. To evaluate 
sustained vigilance and attention, the FDA requests monotonous 
driving (e.g., on a straight highway). Studies evaluating drug effects 
on driving ability can be performed on- the- road (real traffic), on 
closed- loop tracks (e.g., on a landing strip), or in driving simula-
tors. Each of these methods have their relative merits and disad-
vantages.11,12,20 In view of the importance of this topic, a consensus 
protocol for assessing the impact of drugs on driving ability was es-
tablished by an expert panel of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (part of the US Department of Transportation), 
in which both simulated, and on- the- road driving assessments are 
considered valid methods.12

The current protocol was designed after consultation with the 
FDA and aimed at evaluating variables typically used to assess 
drug effects on driving ability (e.g., lane keeping, speed control, 

and self- rated performance).11,12 The primary objective was to as-
sess the effects of daridorexant on objective driving performance 
as measured by the SDLP. The SDLP was examined using the 
custom- built Green Dino driving simulator, which was used in 
previous studies to investigate potential effects of sedative drugs 
and alcohol.21,22

METHODS
Subjects
The study was conducted between March and October 2019 at the 
Centre for Human Drug Research (CHDR) in Leiden, The Netherlands. 
The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Stichting 
Beoordeling Ethiek Biomedisch Onderzoek, Assen, The Netherlands, 
and was conducted according to the Dutch Act on Medical Research 
Involving Human Subjects, and in compliance with all International 
Council on Harmonisation- Good Clinical Practice guidelines and the 
Declaration of Helsinki. This study was registered in the public registry of 
the Centrale Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek in the Netherlands 
(NL68520.056.19) and in clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03892902).

The study population comprised 60 male and female middle- aged 
and elderly subjects (30 subjects were 50– 64 years and 30 subjects were 
65– 80  years in a 1:1 sex ratio). Subjects were healthy sleepers (i.e., no 
insomnia- related medical history, or minor concomitant diseases such as 
hypertension were allowed), and had a driver’s license, and had driven at 
least 3000 km/year in the 2 years prior to study start. Each subject pro-
vided written informed consent before any screening procedures were 
performed.

Design
This was a randomized, placebo-  and active- controlled, four- way cross- 
over study. The study consisted of a medical screening (medical history, 
physical examination, blood chemistry and hematology, urinalysis, and 
electrocardiogram (ECG)) 28 to 3 days before first dosing. During screen-
ing, subjects performed a training drive to rule out simulator sickness 
and become familiar with the system. Middle- aged and elderly eligible 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four treatment sequences 
using a Williams design. The four treatment periods were separated by a 
washout period of at least 1 week, and subjects were contacted for a safety 
follow- up call 30– 40 days after the last day of the last treatment period.

The duration of each treatment period was 5  days. Upon admission 
for each treatment period (day 1), an alcohol breath and urine drug test 
(including cannabinoids, cocaine, methadone, morphine, (meth)am-
phetamine, barbiturates, and 3,4- methylenedioxy methamphetamine 
(ecstasy)) was performed. Furthermore, an ECG was recorded, vital signs 
were measured, and a physician reconfirmed suitability prior to dosing. 
Administration of study drug was performed between 10:00 pm and mid-
night, thereafter the subject was instructed to go to sleep. In the morning 
of day 2 and day 5 (i.e., 8 hours after administration of the study drug), 
subjects were woken up, a PK plasma sample was taken, followed by some 
time for toiletry and breakfast. At 9 hours postdose, subjects started a sim-
ulated drive, as described below.

Study drugs and dosing rationale

Daridorexant. Daridorexant was administered as the to- be- marketed 
film- coated tablet formulation. A dose of 50  mg of daridorexant was 
selected for the following reasons: 50 mg was well- tolerated in previous 
phase I and phase II trials and was the highest dose investigated in phase 
III. Therefore, it allowed the investigation of the potential effects of dari-
dorexant on next- morning driving performance at the highest therapeu-
tic dose. A supratherapeutic dose of 100 mg daridorexant was included 
based on discussions with the FDA and recommendations in the appli-
cable guidelines, to account for potentially higher exposure scenarios 
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in subpopulations (e.g., caused by drug– drug interactions, or reduced 
clearance).11 From a safety perspective, a dose of 100 mg in middle- aged 
and elderly subjects was acceptable because in the first- in- human study, 
doses up to 200 mg had been safely administered to healthy subjects,13 
and in the completed phase II/III program a dose of 50 mg was safely 
administered in the evening without any signs of next- morning residual 
effects.17– 19 Daridorexant- matching tablets for oral administration with 
the same appearance and weight as daridorexant were used as placebo.

Zopiclone. Zopiclone, a nonbenzodiazepine hypnotic, which preferen-
tially binds to the GABAA- α1 receptor subunit, is used for the treatment 
of insomnia.23 The PKs of zopiclone are similar to those of daridorexant 
in that, upon oral administration, zopiclone is rapidly absorbed, with  
maximum plasma concentration (Cmax) reached within 1– 2 hours and the 
t1/2 ranges from 3.5 to 6.5 hours.23 Zopiclone was chosen as an active ref-
erence based on its proven ability to confirm assay sensitivity in multiple 
previous driving studies (on- the- road and simulator).24– 26 A dose of 7.5 mg 
zopiclone (over- encapsulated tablets to maintain blinding) was chosen as 
this dose was used safely in previous driving studies.24 Zopiclone was ad-
ministered on day 1 and day 4 only, whereas on day 2 and day 3, matching 
placebo was administered to reduce the risk of potential development of 
tolerance as advocated in the FDA guidelines.11

Driving assessments
Simulated driving was executed in a simulator provided by Green Dino 
BV, Groningen, The Netherlands. The simulator consisted of a fully 
equipped car module, including a steering wheel, clutch, gas, and brake 
pedals, manual transmission stick, and direction indicator.21,22 The 
pedal controls were linked to a computer that simulated the environment 
and traffic. The driving scenario was projected on three 24- inch LCD 
monitors positioned side- by- side. The sounds of the car and other traffic 
were played from a soundbar below the computer screens. The custom- 
built scenario included 60 minutes of simulated drive on a dual lane high-
way, similar to the classic on- the- road test.8– 10 As in the on- the- road test, 
participants were instructed to keep the speed at 95 km/hour and to stay 
on the right lane as much as possible (except to take over slower cars or 
trucks), and to otherwise behave on the road as they would while driving 
a real car.

Primary outcome of the study was the SDLP measured in cm. This 
variable has been widely used in the characterization of drug effects on 
driving. The SDLP is a measure of stability of keeping a steady position 
on the road or in the lane (i.e., a measure of “swerving” of the car).8– 10 In 
addition, other driving variables were evaluated (i.e., speed control (mean 
speed in km/h and SD of mean speed)), whereas subjective assessment of 
driving performance was investigated immediately after the driving test. 
Subjects indicated the perceived quality of their own driving performance 
on a 15 cm visual analog scale (VAS), ranging from “I drove exceptionally 
poorly” to “I drove exceptionally well.” The mental effort required to com-
plete the driving test was subjectively assessed on a separate VAS, scored 
from “absolutely no effort” to “extreme effort,” as described earlier.10,27

Safety evaluations
During the treatment periods, subjects were monitored at prespecified 
timepoints by assessment of adverse events (AEs), clinical laboratory tests 
(hematology, biochemistry, and urinalysis), physical examination, supine 
vital signs, and ECG. On the last day of the last treatment period (i.e., 
end of study), safety assessments were repeated. Four weeks after the end 
of study, subjects were contacted via telephone to confirm the status of 
any ongoing AEs.

PK assessments
At predose (trough) and 8  hours postdose, 4  mL blood samples were 
collected by venipuncture to measure residual plasma concentration of 
daridorexant using a validated liquid chromatography coupled to tandem 

mass spectrometry assay with a lower limit of quantification of 0.500 ng/
mL, as described elsewhere.13 The inter- batch precision for daridorexant 
was ≤ 6.0% and the accuracy −1.4% to 3.6%.

Statistics

Sample size. Sample size estimations were carried out via simulations 
using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and were based on data 
obtained from a previous 4- way cross- over study performed with the 
Green Dino driving simulator.21 In this study, an average within- subject 
increase in SDLP of 2.6 cm (compared with placebo) and an SD of the 
SDLP of 4.01  cm were observed with blood alcohol concentrations of 
0.05% (legal threshold in the Netherlands and many European coun-
tries), which is considered clinically relevant.24– 26 With a 2- sided type 1 
error of 2.5% and an SD of 4.01 cm, a sample size of 60 subjects provides 
> 80% power to demonstrate that daridorexant 50 mg does not increase 
SDLP by ≥ 2.6 cm compared with placebo on day 2 and day 5 (if the true 
mean difference is 0 cm). Both day 2 and day 5 assay sensitivity tests were 
powered at > 90%.

Statistical methodology. The study was based on a hierarchical test-
ing approach (Figure  S1) which consisted of assay sensitivity testing, 
followed by testing the effect of daridorexant on driving performance. 
SDLP was analyzed based on least square means (LSM) differences from 
placebo with a mixed model for repeated measurements with treatment, 
study day, period, sex, and age group (50– 64 and 65– 80 years) as fixed 
effects and subject as random effect. An unstructured covariance matrix 
was used to account for correlation between repeated measurements 
from the same subject.

Statistical testing strategy. First, assay sensitivity was determined on 
day 2 and day 5 (Figure S1) by comparing the mean difference of SDLP 
between zopiclone and placebo.

According to the testing strategy (Figure S1), the null hypothesis of 
both assay sensitivity tests was formulated such that the mean difference 
in SDLP of zopiclone vs. placebo on day 2 and day 5 was ≤ 0 cm. Both 
assay sensitivity tests needed to be rejected in a sequential order at an 
alpha- level of 5%.

The primary end point (the effect of daridorexant 50 and 100 mg on 
SDLP) was investigated with the null hypothesis formulated such that 
the mean difference of daridorexant compared with placebo in SDLP on 
day 2 and day 5 was > 2.6 cm at an alpha- level of 2.5% (i.e., the null hy-
pothesis was rejected if the upper limit of the 97.5% confidence interval 
(CI) of the mean SDLP was below 2.6 cm).

SDLP was also analyzed by symmetry to evaluate whether there was 
a difference in the number of subjects with an increase or decrease in 
SDLP, as described in literature.28,29 In short, an improvement was de-
fined as a decrease of SDLP > 2.6 cm compared with placebo and an im-
pairment was defined as an increase of SDLP > 2.6 cm compared with 
placebo. Subjects with changes within these thresholds were designated 
neutral. The number of impaired and improved subjects was identified, 
and the two frequencies were compared using McNemar’s test.29 The  
P values for the two proportions of subjects with impairment and im-
provement were calculated using an exact binomial test.

Exposure- effect relationships were explored by linear regression of 
SDLP values vs. residual plasma concentrations.

RESULTS
Demographics and subject disposition
A total of 30 middle- aged and 30 elderly (1:1 male to female ratio) 
subjects were randomized to one of the treatment sequences and 
58 completed all treatments. Subject characteristics are presented 
in Table  1. One subject discontinued the study due to an AE 
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(dislocated shoulder due to a fall, not related to the study drug) 
during placebo treatment and one subject discontinued the study 
due to a positive alcohol breath test during treatment with darid-
orexant 50 mg. None of the discontinued subjects was excluded 
from the analysis set. Six individual driving assessments (out of 
a total of 480 possible drives) in 6 subjects were excluded from 
the analysis as they were performed more than 1 hour after the 
scheduled timepoint.

Sensitivity of the driving simulator. With zopiclone treatment, 
on day 2, LSM difference (95% CI) to placebo was 4.75  cm 
(3.23– 6.26) with P < 0.0001, and on day 5 the LSM difference 
(95% CI) to placebo was 2.37 cm (1.19– 3.56) with P < 0.0001 
(Figure  S2, Table  S1). These results confirmed sensitivity of 
the simulator to measure changes in SDLP after administration 
of zopiclone.

Primary driving end point. On day 2, LSM (97.5% CI) differences 
to placebo were 2.19 cm (0.46– 3.93) and 4.43 cm (2.72– 6.15) for 
daridorexant 50 and 100 mg, respectively (Figure 1, Table 2; i.e., 
the upper bound of the CIs exceeded the threshold of 2.6  cm). 
Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. After repeated 
dosing on day 5, LSM (97.5% CI) differences to placebo for 50 and 
100 mg daridorexant were 0.26 cm (−1.08 to 1.59; P < 0.0001) and 
0.94 cm (−0.40 to 2.27; P = 0.0027), respectively (i.e., the upper 
bound of the CIs for both doses of daridorexant did not exceed the 

threshold of 2.6 cm). Therefore, on day 5, both null hypotheses 
were rejected (Table 2).

Drug effects on SDLP (i.e., LSM differences to placebo) were 
further investigated by age group (middle- aged and elderly) and 
sex, with results showing similar patterns as compared with the 
overall study population (Figures S3, S4). No period or carry- over 
effects were detected (i.e., a “learning effect” could be excluded).

Symmetry analysis. With zopiclone treatment, significantly more 
subjects (62.5%) showed impaired driving compared with improved 
(5.4%) driving on day 2 (P < 0.0001), as well as on day 5 (50.0% 
impaired vs. 12.5% improved, P  =  0.0005). For daridorexant, 
on day 2, a significant difference in the number of impaired vs. 
improved subjects was found: 43.6% impaired vs. 14.5% improved 
(P = 0.0070) and 65.5% impaired vs. 6.9% improved (P < 0.0001), 
for daridorexant 50 and 100 mg, respectively (Figure 2, Table 3). On 
day 5, results show that daridorexant treatment was statistically not 
different from placebo: 25.9% of subjects showed impaired vs. 27.6% 
improved and 24.1% impaired vs. 12.1% improved performance 
with 50 and 100  mg, respectively. The symmetry analysis by age 
and sex showed similar patterns compared with the overall study 
population.

Speed control. Neither mean speed nor the SD of the mean speed 
revealed a clear effect of any treatment (Table S2).

Subjective driving performance. Subjects self- rated their driving 
quality significantly lower on day 2 after administration of either 
dose of daridorexant compared with placebo (Figure  3a). After 
administration of zopiclone, subjects did not rate the quality 
of driving different from placebo. On day 5, none of the active 
treatments showed a significant difference to placebo.

Results showed a significantly higher perceived effort required 
to complete the driving task on day 2 for both daridorexant 50 and 
100 mg (Figure 3b), whereas results for zopiclone were similar to 
placebo. On day 5, none of the active treatments showed a signifi-
cant difference to placebo.

Table 1 Subject characteristics

Middle- aged 
(n = 30)

Elderly 
(n = 30)

Overall 
(n = 60)

Age, years 58.5 (4.4) 70.7 (3.5) 64.6 (7.3)

Weight, kg 75.8 (12.8) 77.6 (12.6) 76.7 (12.6)

Height, cm 171.5 (10.9) 172.3 (10.2) 171.9 (10.5)

BMI, kg/m2 25.7 (2.6) 26.1 (3.2) 25.9 (2.9)

Numbers represent mean (SD).
BMI, body mass index.

Figure 1 Primary driving end point analysis. LSM estimates [cm] of placebo- corrected SDLP for daridorexant 50 and 100 mg, and zopiclone on 
day 2 and day 5 (n = 56– 59). CI, confidence interval; LSM, least square mean; SDLP, standard deviation of the lateral position.
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Safety evaluation. No serious AEs were reported during the study. 
All reported AEs were mild, except for one severe AE (shoulder 
dislocation) during placebo treatment which led to study 
discontinuation. Ninety- three percent of the subjects reported 
at least one AE and, overall, more AEs were reported on active 
treatment compared with placebo. The most frequently reported 
treatment- emergent AEs (≥  10 subjects in at least 1 treatment 
period) were somnolence, headache, and fatigue. To place the 
reported AEs in perspective with driving performance, analysis of 

the safety data focused on the AEs reported on the driving test 
days (i.e., on day 2 and day 5), CNS- related AEs of somnolence, 
headache, and fatigue were compared. On day 2, more 
subjects reported somnolence, headache, and fatigue following 
administration of daridorexant 50 and 100  mg compared with 
zopiclone (Table 4). On day 5, the number of AEs reported was 
very low and similar across all four treatments (i.e., a large decrease 
in the number of reported occurrences of somnolence, headache, 
and fatigue was found between day 2 and day 5 for all treatments). 

Table 2 LSM estimates (cm) of SDLP and difference to placebo for daridorexant 50 and 100 mg, zopiclone, and placebo on 
day 2 and day 5

Treatment n LSM (97.5% CI)
Difference to placebo  

(97.5% CI) P value for threshold 2.6 cm

Day 2

Daridorexant 50 mg 57 39.58 (37.21– 41.96) 2.19 (0.46–3.93) 0.2991

Daridorexant 100 mg 59 41.82 (39.46– 44.19) 4.43 (2.72–6.15) 0.9917

Zopiclone 7.5 mg 57 42.13 (39.76– 44.51) 4.75 (3.01–6.48) 0.9972

Placebo 58 37.39 (35.02– 39.76)

Day 5

Daridorexant 50 mg 59 36.82 (34.58– 39.06) 0.26 (−1.08–1.59) < 0.0001*

Daridorexant 100 mg 59 37.50 (35.26– 39.74) 0.94 (−0.40–2.27) 0.0027*

Zopiclone 7.5 mg 56 38.94 (36.68– 39.74) 2.37 (1.02–3.73) 0.3533

Placebo 58 36.56 (34.32– 38.81)

CI, confidence interval; LSM, least square mean; SDLP, standard deviation of the lateral position.
P values (one- sided) are based on the mean difference of SDLP daridorexant/zopiclone treatment – placebo ≥ 2.6 cm.
*Statistically significant. Zopiclone data are included for complete display of the data.

Figure 2 Symmetry analysis of daridorexant 50 mg, daridorexant 100 mg, and zopiclone (n = 56– 59). Placebo- subtracted individual values 
are presented together with mean and their 95% CIs from mixed model of repeated measurements. The dashed line (2.6 cm) represents the 
mean effect (=impairment) observed with alcohol using the same simulator. Values < −2.6 cm represent an improvement. Values between the 
dashed lines are neutral. CI, confidence interval; SDLP, standard deviation of the lateral position.
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Other safety variables (laboratory values, vital signs, and ECG) 
were unremarkable.

Pharmacokinetics. Following administration of daridorexant 50 
and 100  mg, mean (95% CI) plasma concentrations were 424 
(380– 467) and 797 ng/mL (713– 882) in the morning of day 2, 
respectively. On day 5, a slight increase was observed with mean 
(95% CI) plasma concentrations of 498 (441– 556) and 967 ng/
mL (876– 1058), respectively. The observed plasma concentrations 

were similar in middle- aged and elderly subjects and in male and 
female subjects, consistent with the known daridorexant profile 
from previous studies.14,15

Exposure- effect relationships. Relative to placebo, the SDLP 
increments and daridorexant plasma concentrations showed 
a weak trend for correlation (Figure  S5; i.e., SDLP increased 
minimally with increasing plasma concentrations after initial 
dosing on day 2), with a less pronounced trend for correlation after 

Table 3 Symmetry analysis of daridorexant 50 mg and 100 mg, and zopiclone vs. placebo

Contrast Day
Impaired
n (%)

Improved
n (%)

Neutral
n (%) McNemar χ2 P value

Zopiclone vs. placebo 2
5

35 (62.5)
28 (50.0)

3 (5.4)
7 (12.5)

18 (32.1)
21 (37.5)

26.95
12.60

< 0.0001
0.0005

Daridorexant 50 mg vs. placebo 2
5

24 (43.6)
15 (25.9)

8 (14.5)
16 (27.6)

23 (41.8)
27 (46.6)

8.00
0.03

0.0070
1.00

Daridorexant 100 mg vs. placebo 2
5

38 (65.5)
14 (24.1)

4 (6.9)
7 (12.1)

16 (27.6)
37 (63.8)

27.52
2.33

< 0.0001
0.19

Impaired subject = subject with increase in SDLP from corresponding treatment over placebo > 2.6 cm; Improved subject = subject with decrease in SDLP from 
corresponding treatment over placebo < −2.6 cm.
SDLP, standard deviation of the lateral position.

Figure 3 VAS subjective driving quality (a) and effort (b) in mm: absolute values (mean, 95% CI) for each treatment on day 2 and day 5 
(n = 56– 59). CI, confidence interval; VAS, visual analog scale, arithmetic mean is presented. *Statistically significant (difference to placebo).
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repeated dosing on day 5. There was no clear influence of age or 
sex on the correlation of SDLP (differences to placebo) and plasma 
concentrations of daridorexant.

DISCUSSION
Investigation of driving performance based on SDLP, using a mo-
notonous highway scenario with a long test duration of 1  hour, 
is recognized as an important element of the safety evaluation of 
new CNS- active drugs.10– 12 In this study, the next- morning resid-
ual effects of single and multiple evening administrations of 50 
and 100 mg daridorexant on simulated driving were assessed in 60 
healthy male and female middle- aged and elderly subjects. Study 
treatments were administered on 4 consecutive evenings, and sim-
ulated driving was performed in the morning on day 2 and day 5, 
at 9 hours postdose. The main outcome, the SDLP, was evaluated 
by comparing the mean daridorexant- placebo difference to a pre-
defined threshold of 2.6 cm. This threshold had been established 
in a previous study by evaluating subjects that drove under the in-
fluence of alcohol at the legal limit (i.e., a blood level of 0.05%).21

The present study was designed according to applicable guid-
ances.11 For safety reasons, a driving simulator was chosen because 
there was no experience regarding potential next- morning resid-
ual effects of the required supratherapeutic dose of daridorexant 
100 mg.

To demonstrate validity of the study (i.e., the sensitivity of the 
simulator to detect drug effects), zopiclone effects on SDLP were 
assessed. Zopiclone, a nonbenzodiazepine hypnotic, is known to 
elicit reliable and repeatable increases of SDLP,24 comparable with 
the effect of blood alcohol levels of 0.05– 0.08%.30 These next- 
morning effects have led to the advice not to drive within 12 hours 
of administration of zopiclone.23 Both on day 2 and day 5, mean 
SDLP values observed with zopiclone were significantly higher 
compared with placebo, such that sensitivity of the simulator and 
study validity could be confirmed.

Results of the primary analysis for daridorexant showed that the 
placebo- corrected SDLP mean values increased dose- dependently 
on day 2, whereas on day 5, after repeated dosing, SDLP with dari-
dorexant 50 and 100 mg was significantly below the threshold (i.e., 
statistically not different from placebo).

Results of the primary end point analysis were supported by the 
analysis of the SDLP based on symmetry. As expected, based on 
the observed SDLP values, on day 2, more subjects showed im-
paired than improved driving following both daridorexant doses, 
although on day 5, slightly more subjects showed improved (16) 
than impaired (15) driving performance on 50 mg, whereas many 
were in the neutral category (27).

Driving performance on all three active treatments improved on 
day 5 vs. day 2, whereas SDLP on placebo only minimally changed. 
A similar “first- dose” effect on next- morning driving performance 
has been reported in studies with the dual orexin receptor antag-
onist suvorexant.25,31 The authors suggested that a potential ex-
planation for the observed changes between initial and repeated 
dosing could be that the study population developed behavioral 
strategies to compensate for unwanted drug effects. Behavioral 
adaptation to drug effects has been shown in subjects exposed to 
repeated drinking sessions in which they were able to adapt their 
motor function (eye- hand coordination) during weekly tests.32 An 
explanation of the disappearance of the effects after repeated dos-
ing could also be development of tolerance to unwanted effects. 
Such acute desensitization has previously been described after a 
single dose of zolpidem.33

Subjective driving assessments with daridorexant, for which sub-
jects were asked after each driving session about their perception of 
their driving quality and the effort required to complete the test, 
showed a concordant pattern of results with the objective variables: 
daridorexant 50 and 100 mg showed lower self- rated driving qual-
ity and higher self- rated effort than placebo on day 2, whereas on 
day 5 results were similar to placebo.

Interestingly, results of the subjective driving quality and effort 
with zopiclone are in marked contrast to the corresponding ob-
jective SDLP values. Subjects rated their driving quality and the 
required effort as similar to placebo, in strong discordance with 
the actual objective driving performance based on SDLP, which 
was significantly worse than placebo. The apparent lack of accu-
rate judgment of one’s own driving performance associated with 
CNS drugs (such as alcohol, zaleplon, zolpidem, and alprazolam) 
has been described previously.10,27 Based on these self- rated re-
sults, subjects were better able to judge their own driving perfor-
mance when treated with daridorexant compared with zopiclone 
(Figure 3), which represents an important safety aspect, because 
being aware of adverse drug effects and recognizing that driving is 
impaired are essential for taking appropriate countermeasures.27 
Overall, the effects on driving performance were similar across 
subgroups for age and sex.

An important aspect of this study is the chosen population. 
The simulated driving test shows a PD effect of daridorexant in 
healthy sleepers who do not benefit from the drug. In these sub-
jects with a normally functioning orexin system, it is not surprising 
that blocking orexin induces changes in vigilance. It remains to be 
established whether the effects observed in this study can be gen-
eralized to patients with insomnia who may have an upregulated 
orexin system and would benefit from daridorexant.24,34 Results 

Table 4 Cumulative number of most frequently reported adverse events on day 2 and day 5 per treatment

Placebo (n = 59) Zopiclone 7.5 mg (n = 58) Daridorexant 50 mg (n = 59)
Daridorexant 100 mg 

(n = 59)

Day 2 Day 5 Day 2 Day 5 Day 2 Day 5 Day 2 Day 5

Somnolence 5 2 18 3 20 1 25 1

Headache 10 0 4 0 12 3 11 0

Fatigue 1 1 3 0 8 0 9 1

Presented are adverse events reported in ≥ 10 subjects in at least one treatment period.
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from daridorexant phase II and III studies support this hypothe-
sis, based on the absence of excessive morning sleepiness, decreased 
daytime sleepiness, and improved daytime functioning observed in 
patients with insomnia.17– 19 In addition, the incidence of somno-
lence reported in phase II and III studies was considerably lower 
compared with that reported in the driving study, highlighting the 
differences between healthy sleepers and subjects with insomnia.

Another important methodological aspect of this study is the 
use of a highly sensitive driving simulator to evaluate SDLP. Other 
CNS- active drugs were examined in on- the- road driving studies 
conducted in real traffic with subjects accompanied in the car by 
an investigator and a driving instructor with access to dual con-
trol pedals. If a subject displayed inadequate control of the car 
during on- the- road driving, the instructor could abort the drive, 
whereas in the simulator, deviations from the lateral position were 
not corrected.8– 10,24– 26 The chosen simulator appears to be very 
sensitive to steering maneuvers by the driver and, in addition, the 
gravitational feedback resulting from changes of the lane position 
during real driving is not present, resulting in weaker signaling of 
subtle changes of the position. Similarly, the alertness- raising stim-
ulus created by real traffic is missing in the simulator, which makes 
the 1 hour long simulated drive on a highway even more monoto-
nous, and, consequently, the task of maintaining a steady lane posi-
tion more difficult compared with real driving. It has been shown 
previously that simulated driving may pose higher demands in 
keeping a steady position compared with on- the- road driving tests, 
indicated by the approximately two- fold increased SDLP with pla-
cebo and zopiclone in the simulator.21,35 Recently, the simulator 
used in this study has also shown sensitivity to the effects of the 
selective orexin receptor antagonist seltorexant.36

When comparing the study with conventional on- the- road stud-
ies, it is worth highlighting the new concept of including a suprath-
erapeutic dose, with 100 mg daridorexant in the current study. The 
FDA’s rationale to include a supratherapeutic dose in the update of 
the driving guidance is to account for potentially increased drug 
exposure due to drug– drug interactions, or in patients with specific 
genetic traits or other characteristics (e.g., reduced clearance).11 
For safety reasons, this new paradigm may favor the conduct of fu-
ture driving studies in a simulator.

It appears that the methodology of the driving simulator used in 
this study is better able to detect subtle effects on driving perfor-
mance than the rather crude on- the- road test, making it difficult to 
indirectly compare the results with former studies.

Plasma levels of daridorexant determined 8 hours postdose in the 
morning of days 2 and 5 were in line with data from previous stud-
ies, and no obvious correlation between plasma levels and SDLP was 
present.13– 15 A poor correlation between plasma concentrations of 
psychoactive drugs and SDLP has been shown previously.37 In con-
trast, blood levels of alcohol do show a correlation with SDLP.21,38

Overall, daridorexant was well- tolerated. The distribution of 
the AEs was remarkable. Most AEs were reported on day 2 (i.e., 
after the first dose of study treatment in each period, i.e., out of 
47 subjects reporting somnolence, 43 subjects reported this AE 
on day 2; Table 4). The high frequency of subjects reporting som-
nolence after initial vs. repeated dosing was consistent with the re-
sults of the objective (SDLP) and subjective (VAS driving quality 

and effort) variables, in which an impairing effect of daridorexant 
on driving performance was observed after initial dosing. The ob-
served association between driving results and AE reporting was 
not present with zopiclone: subjects did not self- report impaired 
driving quality or increased driving efforts on either day, and de-
spite the absence of somnolence on day 5, with zopiclone treat-
ment subjects continued to show impaired driving performance, 
contrary to subjects administered daridorexant 50 or 100 mg.

This study demonstrated next- morning residual PD effects in 
healthy sleepers following initial exposure to daridorexant, which 
seem to disappear after repeated dosing. As it cannot be excluded 
that the drug is used on an as- needed basis, patients taking darid-
orexant should be cautioned about driving until they know how 
daridorexant affects them.39

The high sensitivity of the driving simulator warrants its broader 
use in studying (residual) effects of CNS drugs.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary information accompanies this paper on the Clinical 
Pharmacology & Therapeutics website (www.cpt-journal.com).
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